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Chong-Yuan Financial Industry Park 
(CYFIP) is the major in and most important 
developing place of financial Industry in 
central China. ParkerGuide® Parking 
Guidance solution let the client has easy 
control, maximize parking space, parking 
safety, and more efficiency… 

The CYFIP park in charge the development mission of the financial industry system in central 
China, which the area covers an area of about 2.5 square kilometers and has a total 
construction area of 270,000 square meters.  The park has 2500 underground parking space 
with 10 gate control for entrances and exits. 
▼ Due to the increasing number of financial companies established, the causes difficult to

find the parking space at peak times.
▼ Most of the staffs who work in the industrial park are the elites of the financial industry.
▼ The owner wants to completely protect the safety of the car and people, especially in

underground parking lots that are prone to robbery.
▼ Avoid the reserved parking spaces occupied by unidentified people to get your VIP in

troubles.

Solution: 
CYFIP selected the i-View ParkerGuide® Parking Guidance solution. An obligation proof of 
solution reliability was arranged before full site installation.  After 30 parking space and 2 
months filed testing, the powerful and stable i-View's Parking Guidance solution eliminated 

the barriers that CYFIP had been worrying.  
The ParkCam® camera for 3 parking space detection and ParkHelper® Parking Space 
Management Server continues to dialogue between the parking camera and server, using the 
collected data from the verification process to analytic and regularly provides the facility 
manager with a detailed report, integrate with IP surveillance and the emergency call system 

completely protects the safety of the parking area. 

Result: 
GSG was able to deploy a Parking Guidance system for its 2500 underground parking space. 
The i-View ParkerGuide® solution helped the client to extend the video surveillance to 

parking space and protect the customer car during the parking period. CYFIP was extremely 
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pleased with their ability to: 
▼ Average to save over 70% parking time of customers at the during the period of parking 

lots almost full and getting them to the shop and venues quicker. 
▼ Instantly control and optimum to arrange the VIP parking space, eliminating the problem 

of VIP parking space be occupied by others 
▼ Automatically discover vehicles that have been parked for a long time and never moved. 
▼ Instantly control and optimum to arrange the VIP parking space, eliminating the problem 

of VIP parking space be occupied by others. 
▼ Automatically discover vehicles that have been parked for a long time and never moved. 
▼ Auto pop-up alarm message when there is no license plate car parking. 
▼ Average to save over 80% parking time of customers at the during the peak time period of 

parking. 
▼ Integrate with IP surveillance and the emergency call system completely protects the 

safety of the parking area. 
 

Product List: 
 

PC-2MIP-F04 ParkCam®Parking space detection camera 
 

 
PSM-1500 ParkHelper® Parking Space Management Server  

 
 

 
PSD-310D/PSD-210D/PSD-110D Parking Space 
Guidance Display  
 

 
 
PLF-5000 CarFinder®Parking Location Finding Sever 

 
 
 
 
Let us help you take full advantage of Parking Guidance solution Let Your Parking Simpler, 
Smarter and Safer. with our ParkerGuide® system. 
www.i-view.com.tw/parkguide-parking-guidance-system/ 
 

http://www.i-view.com.tw/ezlink
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